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The Toyota Software Way

Summary

Software projects have a bad history of failing. Software development is also a manufacturing business just like cars. Toyota being very successful car manufacturer is worth study for the sake of finding suitability of their principles with respect to software Engineering. Toyota has fourteen basic principles which form the foundation of their work.

This paper is analysis and feasibility study of these Toyota principles for software industry.
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Abstract

Software projects have had a history of failing in recent decades. Software is gaining importance in industry and it is about time that this problematic situation is resolved. The reason behind Information Technology (IT) having these problems, is lack of business sense in IT field. This paper takes Toyota, which is a famous manufacturer, as a case study and proposes if and how Toyota’s philosophy is suitable for IT in its bid to ward off its chronic Software Engineering (SE) dilemmas. Toyota’s production strategy was found to be beneficial for software industry.

1. Introduction

Cost and efficiency are important parameters in any organization’s success. The Toyota Company is currently the world’s most successful and wealthy motor vehicle manufacturing company, whose manufacturing and product development methods are now widely studied [1]. Toyota’s way of work is based upon their philosophy that can be expressed in terms of fourteen principles. These fourteen principles are also the foundation of the Toyota Production System (TPS)[2] practiced at Toyota manufacturing plants around the world[1].

We grew up in the industrial Age. It is gone, supplanted by the Information Age [3]. Software industry is also manufacturing concern like Toyota. Software industry also faces similar production problems like maintaining high quality with low cost and finding hard to keep adaptability to change.

Different departments of Toyota work in close coordination with each other and it has been highly fruitful. The Toyota’s approach can help the software industry develop its own modified way of operation suitable for SE. SE is inherently phase based, where output of one phase is input of the next just like different departments of Toyota so this work becomes more relevant and appropriate.

The thesis is an attempt to look into the Toyota’s principles and their use in software field and how can it help software houses to adapt their software development operations. Thesis covers the principles of Toyota and their impact in software world generally but does not cover detailed roadmap of this revolution. Such detail is left out for firms to decide themselves depending upon their current system and its modification ability.

2. Background

The most visible product of Toyota’s quest for excellence is its manufacturing philosophy, called the Toyota Production System (TPS) [4].

Toyota’s principles are vital for their way of work and at the heart of this philosophy is the idea of Muda (waste) elimination. Waste is everything in production cycle that takes input and does not add value to the product. [5]

This waste tracking and elimination is exercised in all the work areas in Toyota. In any event, the trick is to find waste or muda. [6]

3. Methodology

Literature study method was chosen for this thesis but lack of related research hindered that. Jeffrey Liker’s book “The Toyota way-
14 management principles” was studied as anchor reference to get idea about how Toyota performs. “Lean Software Development” was the primary source of information for the targeted transformation of software companies. The methodology followed was to search books and articles on Toyota and its way of work. And on the other hand, operations of software firms were studied with perspective of how the operations could benefit from Toyota’s work. The traditional way of making a chain of articles from primary source to secondary source was followed in initial half of the research and it led to new sources like ‘lean software development is it feasible?’ by Sowmyan Raman led to “Toyota Production System” by Ohno. BUT this approach was not followed in later stages because of the specific nature of thesis and because it created more wayward prongs rather than sticking to the idea of Toyota-SE interaction. Main concentration during the work remained on the questions of ‘What Toyota achieves from this?’ and ‘why or why not would these principles work for software industry?’ Based on this criterion, other books and articles studied in quest for further knowledge. These secondary sources were selected on account of prospects of potential benefits of integrating the two areas. These secondary sources like “Principles of Lean Thinking” also pointed towards primary sources like “Lean software development” and “The Toyota way”. In fact, many of the sources in the work form a close network of references by cross referring each other with the two aforementioned primary sources recurring.

Compendex, IEEE Xplore and Scirus electronic libraries were major search engines used for articles. Google particularly Google Scholar was used to find other web sources. Web resources were searched to get the topic overview and to see what different ideas are in the air. Later, books and articles were studied to build the case on solid foundation. Books helped in making the both Toyota and SE sides of the issue whereas articles helped in bridging these two together.

Argumentation for the case was coupled to compensate scarcity of relevant research material.

4. Implementation

4.1 Long term philosophy

Base your management decisions on a long-term philosophy, even at the expense of short-term financial goals [5].

The principle addresses long term thinking. This should be kept in mind and exercised even at the cost of short term goals.

Sacrificing the short-term benefits for the sake of long-term customer satisfaction is always beneficial. In particular, the trading of some short term risk for long-term risk—for example, trading cost sharing for effectiveness-based payments—may be a simpler and more direct way to induce effort in external software development [7].

In such a relationship, suppliers and customers no longer vie for their share of a fixed amount of value, but work together long-term to find opportunities to increase that value for mutual benefit [8]. Toyota also aims for generating value for customer. Generate value for the customer, society, and the economy [5]. Software industry is typically a value-added industry so this focus of value
creation should not be overlooked in software creating concern. Value added applications do not save money or time, but are aimed at achieving the users’ business mission. [9]

4.2 Continuous flow

Create a continuous process flow to bring problems to the surface. [5]

Toyota’s processes are designed such that no process is waiting for the other process’s outcome to do its work. Once the processes are such connected then problems do not remain hidden and are easily identified. This prompts us to change our processes such that problems are easily and quickly identified and do not remain hidden for long. This quality management principle is applicable to software field alike. Quality management decreases production costs because sooner a defect is located and corrected, the less costly it will be in the long run. [10].

Once all modules of software project are interconnected, then the flow itself unveils the error. Grouping encourages coordination by putting different jobs under common supervision [11]. The rule creates a supplier-customer relationship between each person and the individual who is responsible for providing that person with each specific good or service [12].

With the steadily growing power and reliability of hardware, software has been identified as a major stumbling block in achieving desired levels of system dependability [13]. Therefore continuous flow creation to eliminate defects is beneficial for software production process and it takes us to little quality control cost i.e. Zero Quality Control [14]. Zero Quality Control makes it possible to eliminate defects entirely with simple techniques and at low cost [6].

4.3 Pull systems

Third Toyota principle is to avoid overproduction by delaying item replenishment till last possible time. Liker expresses it as “Provide your downline customers in the production process with what they want, when they want it, and in the amount they want[5].” Tracking customer demand shift to predict future inventory requirement is also an inference of this principle. Of course, Japanese build schedule is more accurate in the first place and can accommodate a customer specified order more easily because of the much quicker feedback from the customers [15].

There is a general trend of push methodology. And this often leads us to overproduction. Toyota suggests otherwise. Use “pull” systems to avoid overproduction. [5].

In a pull system the user, or consumer requests the content. The user pulls the content through the channel [16]. Pull systems use a mechanism called kanban, which was originally patterned after restocking grocery store shelves[17]. This approach is also called the supermarket approach. The “supermarket” approach allows the Toyota production System to respond to demand fluctuations with a minimum of stock. [6]. Now the flow of work becomes easier to manage. The interesting thing about pull scheduling is that it takes the manger out of the loop of having to tell workers what to do. The work is self-directing [18]. This increases
the flow of software development and helps the second Toyota principle working.

The principle is synonymous to requirements engineering [19] in Software Engineering. Requirements Engineering are one of the most crucial steps in software development process [20]. Verification and Validation is phase of requirements engineering. Verification and Validation (V & V) is the name given to the checking and analysis process that ensure that software conforms to its specification and meets the needs of the customers who are paying for that software [21].

The figure 1 [1] shows that most of the problems software projects face fall in requirements area. That is because too often the developer does not truly understand or address the real requirements of the user and his environment. [20]

Figure 1: Sources of Error in Software Projects [1], Most of the software projects error are related with requirement elicitation

Therefore the focus should be on customer’s demands and pull system rather than push ideology.

4.4 Workload level

Eliminating waste is just one-third of the equation for making lean successful. Eliminating overburden to people and equipment and eliminating unevenness in the production schedule are just as important [5]. During the last decades, various efforts have been made to improve working conditions [22]. Workforce’s capacity is an organisational asset. The workload control of human resources is an approach to increase workforce flexibility [23]. The principal ingredient required to produce software is people [24]. Reduction of physical and mental workload is often pursued in industry [25]. Software Engineers need application specification to create software. “Ambiguity in specification” is a significant stressor in software engineers. This stressor is caused by the complicated communication process between users and engineers and by the shortage of tools or rules in this process. This stressor is considered to be the most typical workload which characterizes the software developing work [26].

Fourth Toyota principle calls for balancing the workload stress on software engineers. It is important to have workers identify the problems and develop ideas for improvement in collaboration with managers. [25]

4.5 Stop to fix problem

Build a culture of stopping to fix problems, to get quality right the first time[5]

This may look absurd to stop abruptly for every problem but it saves a lot of time and effort in all manufacturing areas. Information Systems implementers are
not alone in facing the dichotomy between efficiency and effectiveness [9].

When defects are produced, and we find out only through data, we miss the chance to take appropriate corrective actions [27]. By missing the chance the quality that could be achieved is lost. Identifying and preventing systematic errors [28] can have a big impact on quality (in terms of defects) for a relatively small investment [29].

Quality is very important for every product. In service industry, a different perspective on quality has emerged [18]. Here quality has a new meaning. The service view of quality takes into account that every customer has a different idea of what constitutes a quality experience. In a service economy, quality does not mean conformance to a script; it means adapting to meet the challenging expectations of many different customers [30]. Quality is hampered by the problems we face during production.

Software problems are solved at many levels, by all members of the development team [18]. All the problems once faced should be properly documented to avoid further repetition. In order to solve problems that have not been solved before, it is necessary to generate information [18]. Thus, we can improve software quality by focusing on the prevention and early detection of defects, a readily measurable software attribute [29].

4.6 Stable repeatable methods

Use stable, repeatable methods everywhere to maintain the predictability, regular timing, and regular output of processes. It is the foundation for flow and pull [5].

The preferred method to make software project is iterative with repetitive customer feedback as it updates project team on regular basis. Successful projects involve customer feedback on a regular and frequent basis [31]. The principle is about repeatable processes or iterations to maintain predictability. Processes are flows by which raw materials become products [6]. Software industry can make such repeatable methods too. Software firms produce software. Software for customer is a group of features that he requires. A feature is something that delivers meaningful business value to the customer but is small enough that the team can confidently estimate the effort required to deliver it[18]. Software processes are very complex entities [21]. Sometimes it is not easy to make a feature in a repeatable iteration due to complexity of the task. If a feature can not be done in a single iteration, it should be broken down into smaller features [18]. It is hard to identify and harder still to deploy effectively. But once you find it, you win [3].

4.7 Visual control

Use simple visual indicators to help people determine immediately whether they are in a standard condition or deviating from it. [5]

Focussing on the VRAPS [32] principles can make hidden risks and opportunities of software architecture visible [33]. Apart from the architecture area, there is little number of visual indices known for software development. Software development does not involve much
material things for visual indication. It is more a mental and algorithm based production industry than mechanical one. Therefore this Toyota principle does not hold for SE industry.

4.8 Reliable technology

Use only reliable, thoroughly tested technology that serves your people and processes [5].

We are witnessing an enormous expansion in the use of software in business, industry, administration, research, and even in everyday life [34]. This involvement gives rise to opportunism regarding the potential use of software in future industries and safe innovation is the key for such future investments. Many of today’s great firms grew out of technological changes that they were able to exploit. Of all the things that can change the rules of competition, technological change is among the most prominent [35]. These added changes create many new features and dimensions in the software. As a consequence, software programs are becoming increasingly large and complex. [34]. Software now-a-days is a combination of many pieces of software. A piece of software is said to be reliable if it works and continues to work, without crashing and without doing something undesirable [36]. One loose link can break the whole chain. Therefore, despite all the lures embedded in the innovation philosophy, Toyota calls for safety first approach.

4.9 Grow leaders

Grow leaders who thoroughly understand the work, live the philosophy, and teach it to others [5].

One of the most significant factors governing economic relationships in the final decades of the 20th century was the recognition of the paramount role intellectual capital plays in creating and maintaining the competitive edge so necessary for corporate success [37]. Intellectual capital provides the necessary shock absorbing ability to any organisation.

In reality, unanticipated problems are a fact of everyday life for project managers. [21]. Successful project leaders apply a problem solving management style [38]. These leaders in the organisation must have digested the company philosophy towards commitment for excellence to forward it to fellow employees.

Furthermore, it is important to build the downward chain of forwarding the learning experience and company philosophy. All leaders, of course, will be responsible for training their constituents [39]. Software houses also face this situation and where new leaders can not fit into the organisational setup because they have different perspective than that of the organisation. A leader often has to confront issues and persuade others to do what they are unwilling to tackle [40]. Therefore software firms must build on leadership confidence in the company ideology and also be able to teach that to others.

4.10 People and teams

Develop exceptional people and teams who follow your company’s philosophy [5].

The principal ingredient required to produce software is people [24]. It is the person that makes a software code. But
this can not all be done on the individual basis. In today’s working environments it takes a team to accomplish most purposes [18]. Team performance can be defined as the extent to which a team is able to meet established quality, cost, and time objectives [41]. It takes a team that stays together for a longer period of time and works with belief in what they are achieving together to improve their performance. … the team members must all contribute and support each other to be successful [ Dyer 1984 ]

Software industry is becoming very vast now and people may work in remote places as virtual teams [42]. A successful cooperative relationship requires a strong cognitive belief that the partner is trustworthy [43]. Trust is a major factor influencing the cohesiveness among virtual team members [44]. Trust requires leadership to set and maintain values, boundaries and consistency [45]. Motivation and commitment is important and that can not be forced from outside. Improved performance comes from motivation, from arousing and maintaining the will to work effectively, not because the individual is coerced, but because he is committed [46]

4.11 Network of partners

Respect your extended network of partners and suppliers by challenging them and helping them improve [5]. Working with a network of partners requires keeping the whole network on their toes by giving them challenging targets. Firms need others to get all the needed factors of production [47]. Throughout the manufacturing sector, collaboration is gaining momentum [48]. Similarly, software firms need other companies for the work outsourcing [49]. Recently, IT outsourcing has been recognized as a strategy for increasing efficiency and cutting costs of the information systems implementations [51].

Information Systems (IS), a kind of Information Technology, are now developed with the involvement of part suppliers. When some companies decide that outsourcing is the preferred mechanism for achieving IS objectives, they often like to view their vendors as partners [51]. As the software projects are becoming huge, the factor of outsourcing becomes more important. Large systems are decomposed into subsystems that are developed independently [21]. Precise subsystem interface specifications are important because subsystem developers must write code that uses services of other subsystems [21].

But the ability of performing at the cutting edge is not common. The companies in the partner network should be efficient too to share the commitment for excellence. The larger problem of demonstrating efficiency must be addressed. [51]

This is also important that the software organization help members of the network in maintaining high level of excellence to reap benefits. Ultimately, the success of a collaborative engagement is directly linked to the relationship between the internal and external resources [48]

4.12 See problem yourself

Solve problems and improve processes by going to the source and personally observing and verifying data rather than
theorizing on the basis of what other people or the computer screen tell you.[5]

Engineer should never be more than a stones throw away from the physical product [52]. The idea of going to the source to make correct decisions has specific importance for software engineering. Without visiting source of the problem, the corrected solution is likely to carry more errors. Open source projects generally have fewer defects than closed source projects since defects are found and fixed more rapidly [53].

No matter how much information is provided through data, it is difficult to see the true picture of workplace through data [27]. Data can never show all information necessary to make the right decision. The place where we can accurately capture the true state of the workplace is workplace itself. [27]

4.13 Decide slow, implement fast

Make decisions slowly by consensus, thoroughly considering all options; implement decisions rapidly [5]. Delaying design decisions in software development makes the system adaptive to subsequent changes.

The figure 2 [54] shows an example of the cumulative number of changes plotted by month for one of older systems [54]. A sharp rise means that software changes enormously throughout its lifecycle.

Figure 2: Changes in software with time [54], Cumulative number of changes(y-axis) increasing over time (x-axis)

The main reason software changes throughout its lifecycle, is that the business process in which it is used evolves over time [18]. Most business decisions are irrevocable; we usually don’t have the option to change our minds [18]. Therefore it is always better to delay decision making in such cases. Delaying irreversible decisions until uncertainty is reduced has economic value [18].

Nemawashi is the process of discussing problems and potential solutions with all of those affected, to collect their ideas and get agreement on a path forward [5]. All the options must be carefully scrutinized before decision making. Decisions are to be made based upon these options. Options allow fact based decisions on learning rather than speculation [18]. Changing software system architecture on late stages due to an earlier misunderstanding incurs heavy costs on the project. The system architecture affects the performance, robustness [55], distributability and maintainability of a system [21]

Delaying decision making obviously
gives us enough time to consider our decision in view of other available options and gives leverage to make necessary adjustments to the errors of judgement. Once decided, implementation can initiate at fast pace.

4.14 Keep improving

Become a learning organization through relentless reflection and continuous improvement [5]. Continuous business improvement requires all the people in the organisation to accept and welcome. This, in turn, requires the establishment of a new culture in which change and improvement are constantly occurring [56].

Japanese use term ‘Kaizen’ for continuous improvement. The message of the Kaizen Strategy is that not a day should go by without some kind of improvement being made somewhere in the company [56]. Software Process models are complex and keep evolving with time introducing new problems. The ideal process model must be modified dynamically as solutions to these problems are found [21]. Therefore the mechanics of performing the assessment should be restricted to the bare minimum needed to produce meaningful improvement plans [55].

5. Conclusions

Lean production provides better products in wider variety at lower cost [15]. But it is more a roadmap than a complete solution. Lean Software Development is not a development methodology but rather a way to think about whatever approach a team uses. [58]

The software operations are very similar in nature to the manufacturing. As shown in thesis all Toyota principles, with the exception of seventh pertaining to visual control, will thus be beneficial for the software development operations. Thus, the original goal of analyzing Toyota principles with focus on software firms was achieved. There be one possible improvement that could be done and it was not to take web for primary scope comprehension source as it distracted me off target and almost one month was lost in my quest for wrong questions.

6. Discussions

There were contemporary studies about idea based Toyota analysis i.e. with perspective of waste reduction etc. BUT thorough screening of all fourteen principles was missing. The thesis work has evaluated suitability of Toyota’s principles for software industry and consequently resolves the question of ‘whether Toyota’s principles are suitable for SE’. The thesis also provides information on which rules are suited to SE. Thus it provides foundation for software companies to make their own work principles.

7. Future work

This work would assist the management and decision makers in adapting structure and operations of their software companies to mimic Toyota’s way of work making them more adaptable to demand shift. Software companies can make their contingency plans and code for future demand shifts to gain adaptability like Toyota. Toyota follows its operations
on the basis of its principles and software industry can move in this direction based upon work in this thesis. Software companies can build on it and make their own version of Software Toyota way i.e. their own set of principles according to their business.
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10. Appendix:

Fourteen principles of Toyota way are [5]:

1. Base your management decisions on a long-term philosophy, even at the expense of short-term financial goals.

2. Create a continuous process flow to bring problems to the surface.

3. Provide your downline customers in the production process with what they want, when they want it, and in the amount they want.

4. Eliminating waste is just one-third of the equation for making lean successful. Eliminating overburden to people and equipment and eliminating unevenness in the production schedule are just as important.
5. Build a culture of stopping to fix problems, to get quality right the first time

6. Use simple visual indicators to help people determine immediately whether they are in a standard condition or deviating from it.

7. Use stable, repeatable methods everywhere to maintain the predictability, regular timing, and regular output of processes. It is the foundation for flow and pull.

8. Use only reliable, thoroughly tested technology that serves your people and processes.

9. Grow leaders who thoroughly understand the work, live the philosophy, and teach it to others.

10. Develop exceptional people and teams who follow your company’s philosophy.

11. Respect your extended network of partners and suppliers by challenging them and helping them improve.

12. Solve problems and improve processes by going to the source and personally observing and verifying data rather than theorizing on the basis of what other people or the computer screen tell you.

13. Make decisions slowly by consensus, thoroughly considering all options; implement decisions rapidly.

14. Become a learning organization through relentless reflection and continuous improvement.